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DESCRIPTION
 

Digital inflator

For inflating and checking the pressure.Digital display - High performance from low pressure to HGVs.- Technology:- Pressure

range from 0.10 bar to 11 bar- 0.01 bar resolution - Utilisation temperature: -10°C to +40°C- Easy to read thanks to the 12 mm

high digits, smaller display of last digit- Visual check of correct functioning of the digits each time pressure is applied- Product

available with different measurement units (bar, psi*, kPa*)- Pressure gauge switches on automatically when pressure is

applied (connection to the valve)- Switches off automatically when pressure is removed or when pressure is constant for more

than 10 seconds- Battery lifetime: 10 years after manufacture in temperate surroundings (the battery cannot be replaced)-

Automatic zeroing at each inflation to ensure there is no drift in the measurements- Display of the pressure measurements

when the buttons are released- User alerted in case of failure- Design - Robustness:- Tried and tested design of the Univ'Air

and Eurodainu pressure inflators- Air inlet tube F G 1/4- Elastomer protection encasing the measurement system.- Reinforced

sealing by installation of clip-on slide- Very great measurement precision and level of precision maintained in case of impact

on the device- Robustness: top-of-the-range thermoplastic components- Anti-pinching handle- Corrosion-resistant thanks to

internal mechanism made of appropriate materials- Air filtering in the indicator mechanism by stainless steel and nickel-silver

micro-porous filter- Device resistant to accidental 15 bar overpressure
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STANDARDS / DIRECTIVES
 

86/217/CE, NFR 63-302

SPECIFIC DATA
 

   Designation    DIGITAL INFLATOR 6.3 BAR CONNECTION 1/4''

   Sales reference    1894

   L (mm)    100

   Weight (g)    820

   l (mm)    100

   h (mm)    240

   C mm    6,3

   C mm    1/4"

   Inner pipe diameter mm    1

   Guarantee    M1 | SAM Equipment and Machine Guarantee:

Guarantee applied

M1 | SAM Equipment and Machine Guarantee:
Guarantee for a limited period, covering technical tools, devices and machines used under normal conditions. The length is given by the
number after the letter M: 1 to 5 years

>> Find out more
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